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Transfer of Business Post Implementation Review

Introduction

The Australian Industry Group (Ai Group) welcomes the opportunity to make this

submission as part of the Federal Government’s Post-implementation Review of the

Fair Work Amendment (Transfer of Business) Act 2012 (Transfer of Business Act)

which imposes rules governing a transfer of business between a State Government

employer and national system employer.

Ai Group expressed strong objections to the former Labor Government about the lack

of consultation with industry prior to the introduction of the Transfer of Business Act

into Parliament in 2012.

Since the introduction of the Fair Work Act 2009 (FW Act), Ai Group has been

expressing major concerns about the transfer of business provisions in the Act,

seeking both substantive changes and some important technical amendments.

These issues are not theoretical; our member companies involved in outsourcing are

expressing continual, strong concerns about the adverse impact of the transfer of

business laws on their businesses.

We recognise that the Post-implementation Review concerns the Transfer of

Business Act, rather than the transfer of business provisions in the FW Act. However,

given the similarity between the provisions in both acts, the problems inherent in the

transfer of business provisions of the FW Act are duplicated in the Transfer of

Business Act.

The Transfer of Business Act is having a substantial adverse impact upon many

private sector employers in industries such as information technology, health,

transport and social and community services. The Act has resulted in bad laws (i.e.

the transfer of business provisions in the FW Act) being extended, rather than fixed.

The Transfer of Business Act is operating against the interests of employers (public

sector and private sector), employees and the broader community. Accordingly, the

Act needs to be repealed without delay.
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Key aspects of the Transfer of Business Act

The Transfer of Business Act inserted Part 6-3A into the FW Act. Part 6-3A operates

in a largely similar manner to the general transfer of business provisions in Part 2-8

of the FW Act but specifically applies to State public sector employees (as defined).

The effect of this is that if a transfer of business (as defined s.768AD) occurs

between an old State employer and a new employer, the service of the transferring

State public sector employees, and the State industrial instrument that applies to

them, transfers to the new employer.

Similar to the general transfer of business provisions in Part 2-8 of the FW Act, a

transfer of business occurs under Part 6-3A when an employee ceases employment

with the old employer and within three months becomes employed by a new

employer in circumstances where there is a business ‘connection’ between the two

employers and the employee performs the same or substantially similar work for the

two employers (s.768AD).

The types of ‘connection’ between a State Government employer and a new

employer that can give rise to a transfer of business are:

 A transfer of assets between the State Government employer and the new

employer, where the new employer has the beneficial use of tangible or

intangible assets owned or used by the old State Government employer;

 Where a State Government employer outsources work to a new employer; and

 Where a new employer is an associated entity of a State Government

employer.

If there is a transfer of business, the new employer must observe and comply with:

 Any transferring industrial instrument, recognised as a copied State instrument

in the national system (s.768AH); and

 Past service of the employee (s.768BO).
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Copied State instruments include awards and employment agreements made under

State industrial laws.

Part 6-3A provides rules for the interaction between copied State instruments and the

National Employment Standards, modern awards and enterprise agreements.

The interaction rules mean that:

 Terms of copied State instruments are of no effect if those terms are

detrimental to the employee in a particular respect when compared with the

National Employment Standards (s.768AQ);

 Copied State awards operate to the exclusion of modern awards (s.768AS);

 Copied State collective agreements prevail to the extent of any inconsistency

with a modern award (s.768AT);

 Copied State instruments operate to the exclusion of a new employer’s

enterprise agreement that would otherwise apply to the transferring

employees at the time of re-employment with the new employer (s.768AU);

 Copied State instruments cease to apply if a new enterprise agreement starts

to cover the new employer and transferring employees (s.768 AU).

A new employer may seek orders from the Fair Work Commission (FWC) that a

copied State instrument be varied, consolidated, cover or not cover employees

(ss.768AX, 768BA).

The effects of the Transfer of Business Act

The Transfer of Business Act significantly reduces job opportunities for State public

sector employees and leads to inappropriate public sector terms and conditions

being imposed upon private sector companies. The Act operates as a major barrier

to public sector employees gaining employment in the private sector, and leads to

many more redundancies than would otherwise be the case, with consequent higher

costs to State Governments and the community.
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The Transfer of Business Act:

 Adds to the regulatory and cost burden on national system employers by

requiring them to observe and administer terms and conditions not appropriate

for their business;

 Is a major disincentive for national system employers (the ‘new employers’

under the transfer of business provisions) to employ State public sector

employees;

 Creates inequitable outcomes for employees who may receive differing terms

and conditions for performing the same work based on whether they are

existing, transferring or new non-transferring employees;

 Creates ‘legacy’ terms and conditions of employment that are not appropriate

to the new employer and successive new employers on subsequent transfers;

 Does not provide adequate relief for employers who wish to vary or re-

negotiate transferring terms and conditions to better suit their business.

Specifically the ability to make application to the Fair Work Commission (FWC)

for orders that transferring copied state instruments be varied or not apply, is

often not a viable option when prospective new employers compete in

commercially sensitive and confidential tendering negotiations.

The Transfer of Business Act creates lose-lose-lose outcomes:

 State Governments (and hence taxpayers) lose because they are faced

with higher redundancy costs because new employers do not want to

provide employment terms and conditions different, and often far more

costly, to what they currently provide to their employees;

 Private sector companies lose because the costs and risks involved in

inheriting the abovementioned liabilities often results in them deciding

not to engage experienced and skilled employees of State

Governments;
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 Employees of State Governments lose because there is no incentive for

new employers to employ them; resulting in retrenchment by their old

employer.

Not only are there direct costs for private sector employers in having to comply with

more generous wages and conditions imposed through the Transfer of Business Act,

there are additional compliance costs associated with reconfiguring, or purchasing

new payroll software to administer the new entitlements.

In relation to the transferring service of State public sector employees, many

employers have expressed concern at having to inherit extensive periods of service

and very generous redundancy entitlements.

Many outsourcing companies enter into arrangements with State Government

employers to provide specialised services for a limited term, after which the

transferring employees may be retrenched. As such, these companies are faced with

high redundancy costs.

Inheriting costly redundancy liabilities when the ongoing employment of transferring

State Government employees cannot be guaranteed after the expiry of the

outsourcing arrangement provides a major disincentive for private sector employers

not to employ State Government employees.

While it is open to a prospective new employer to make an application to the FWC to

address transfer of business implications, many are unable to do so due to the

realities of commercially sensitive tendering processes and negotiations. Also, there

are often timing difficulties. Contract negotiations are often finalised close to the date

when the outsourcing occurs. These issues prevent many new employers from

seeking relief from FWC.

The interaction rules in the Transfer of Business Act, while addressing the interaction

between transferring State instruments, federal instruments and the National

Employment Standards, do not address the problems private sector employers

experience in complying with State Government terms and conditions of employment
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imposed on them, and in managing employees on different employment conditions

performing the same work.

The Transfer of Business Act needs to be repealed

As outlined above, the Transfer of Business Act is operating against the interests of

employers (public sector and private sector), employees and the broader community.

Accordingly, the Act needs to be repealed without delay.

Important amendments are needed if the Act is not repealed

If the Government is not prepared to pursue the repeal of the Transfer of Business

Act, the following amendments need to be made:

 Subsection 768AD(1): Add the following paragraph and note, and renumber

existing paragraph (d) as (e):

“(d) the character of the new employer’s business is the same as the

character of the old employer’s business;’

Note:  The issue of whether or not two businesses have the same character

was considered by the High Court in PP Consultants Pty Ltd v FSU [2000]

HCA 59 and by the Full Federal Court in Stellar Call Centres P/L v CPSU

[2001] 103 IR 220.”

The Transfer of Business Act incorporates the discredited “similarity of work

test” which caused so many difficulties for industry in the late 1990s, prior to

the High Court and Full Federal Court decisions in PP Consultants Pty Ltd v

FSU [2000] HCA 59, Gribbles Radiation v HSU [2005] HCA 9 and Stellar Call

Centres v CPSU [2001] 103 IR 220, which resulted in settled, fair and

productive law. It is imperative that the “character of the business test” as

enunciated by the High Court in PP Consultants is re-introduced.
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 A new subsection 768AD(5): Amend the Act as provided for in Item 55 of

Schedule 1 of the Fair Work Amendment Bill 2014 to implement

Recommendation 38 of the Fair Work Act Review.

 Subsection 768D(2): Delete the words “or has the beneficial use of” where it

appears twice, and, in paragraph (d), replace the words “transferring work”

with “business or operation which has transferred.”

Subsection 768D(2) should relate only to the transfer of the ownership of

assets, not the use of assets. Also, the concept of “transferring work” is too

vague. Subsection 768D(2) should not apply unless a whole business or an

operation within a business transfers. The existing provision would create

widespread negative consequences and risks.

 Subsection 768D(3): Amend as follows:

“Old State employer outsources work part of its operations to new
employer

(4) There is a connection between the old State employer and the new

employer if the transferring work is performed by one or more

transferring employees, as employees of the new employer, because the

old employer, or an associated entity of the old State employer, has

outsourced the transferring work part of its operations to the new

employer or an associated entity of the new employer.”

The concept of outsourcing “work” is not defined in the FW Act, and is

extremely broad and uncertain. The concept of “part of its operations” is more

certain and tangible.
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 Sections 768BG, 768BH and 768BI: These provisions need to be deleted. It

is unfair and inappropriate to give unions and former State Government

employees the power to apply to the FWC for an order requiring companies

which take over outsourced work to apply State Government wages and

conditions to their existing and future employees, as well as transferring

employees.
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